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Abstract 
 

Certificateless public key cryptography resolves the certificate management problem in 
traditional public key cryptography and the key escrow problem in identity-based 
cryptography. In recent years, some good results have been achieved in speeding up the 
computation of bilinear pairing. However, the computation cost of the pairing is much higher 
than that of the scalar multiplication over the elliptic curve group. Therefore, it is still 
significant to design cryptosystem without pairing operations. A multi-signer universal 
designated multi-verifier signature scheme allows a set of signers to cooperatively generate a 
public verifiable signature, the signature holder then can propose a new signature such that 
only the designated set of verifiers can verify it. Multi-signer universal designated 
multi-verifier signatures are suitable in many different practical applications such as 
electronic tenders, electronic voting and electronic auctions. In this paper, we propose a 
certificateless multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature scheme and prove 
the security in the random oracle model. Our scheme does not use pairing operation. To the 
best of our knowledge, our scheme is the first certificateless multi-signer universal 
designated multi-verifier signature scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

Traditional public key infrastructure requires a trusted certification authority to issue a 
certificate binding the identity to the public key of an entity. So we are confronted with the 
problem of certificate management. To solve the problem, Shamir [1] defined identity based 
public key cryptography, which needs a trusted private key generator (PKG) to generate a 
private key for an entity according to his identity. However, it brings the key escrow problem. 
To solve the two problems, Al-Riyami et al. [2] introduced certificateless public key 
cryptography, which requires a semi-trusted key generation center (KGC) to generate user's 
partial private key with respect to user's identity. A user's full private key includes two parts: 
partial private key generated by KGC and a secret value chosen by himself. 

In some practical applications such that electronic voting, electronic tenders and electronic 
auctions, the public verification and non-repudiation properties of a signature are not desired. 
For an example, in electronic voting schemes, a voting center aim to verify that a vote has 
been properly counted in the final tally by means of the center’s signature on the receipt. 
Voters must not have the capability to use such receipts to verify the nature of their votes. 
Otherwise, it results that the briber is sure that the voter indeed votes some candidate 
according to his/her direction and then give the obedient voter some gain. 

In 1996, Jakobsson et al. [3] introduced the designated verifier signature concept (DVS). 
In this setting, only the designated verifier is able to verify the validity of the signature. 
Other anyone can not be convinced of the authenticity of this signature since the designated 
verifier himself can simulate the signature which is indistinguishable from the one generated 
by the signer. In 2003, Saeednia et al. [4] formalized strong designated verifier signature. In 
this notion, the designated verifier’s private key is involved in the verification phase so that 
other anyone cannot verify the validity of the signature. In 2003, Steinfeld et al. [5] defined 
universal designated verifier signature. It has the same properties as DVS schemes and it also 
can function as a standard publicly verifiable signature scheme that additionally allows any 
signature holder (not necessarily the signer) to design the signature to any desired designated 
verifier.  

 
1.1. Related work  
Laguillaumie and Vergnaud [6, 7] developed designated multi-verifier signature , in 
which the signer can designate a set of verifier. Ng et al. [8] introduced universal designated 
multi-verifier signature, which allow a signature holder to designate the signature to 
multi-verifier. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a multi-signer strong designated verifier signature. 
In this setting, a set of signers collaborate to generate a signature such that only the 
designated user can verify it with his own private key. 

Shailaja et al.[10] and Ming et al. [11] proposed a universal designated verifier signature 
scheme, respectively. The schemes[10,11] were proved to be secure in   standard model. 
Roeder et al.[12] proposed practical constructions of multi-verifier signature schemes that 
are provably secure and are based only on pseudorandom functions in the plain model. 
Zhang et al.[13] proposed a strong multi-designated verifiers signature, which is secure 
against rogue key attack. Zhang et al. [14] proposed the model of ID-based universal 
designated verifier signature scheme and provided two concrete constructions. Kang et al. 
[15] proposed the model of ID-based strong designated verifier signature scheme and 
provided a concrete construction, the size of signature is only two elements. Lin [16] 
proposed an ID-based toward secure strong designated verifier signature scheme, which can 
resist the key-compromise attack. Seo et al. [17] proposed an ID-based universal designated 
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multi-verifier signature scheme with constant signature size. Chang [18] proposed an 
ID-based multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature, which allows a set of 
multi-signer to cooperatively generate a signature and designate a set of multi-verifier to 
verify it. Ming et al. [19] proposed a multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier 
signature scheme in the standard model. 

Huang et al.[20] proposed the first certificateless designated verifier signature scheme. 
Ming et al.[21] constructed the first certificateless universal designated verifier signature 
scheme. The security of two schemes [20,21] relies on Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem. 
Yang et al. [22] and Du et al [23] proposed an efficient certificateless designated verifier 
signature scheme, respectively, the two schemes [22, 23] use the bilinear pairing. He and 
Chen [24] proposed another efficient certificateless designated verifier signature scheme 
based on elliptic curve group without bilinear pairing.   

 
1.2. Motivations and our contributions 

Some good results have been achieved in speeding up the computation of pairing 
function in recent years. However, the computation cost of the pairing is much higher than 
that of the scalar multiplication over the elliptic curve group. Therefore, it is quite significant 
to design cryptosystem without pairing operation. Although designated multi-verifier 
signatures have been studied extensively over the last few years, all schemes currently 
known were constructed from ID-based setting. There is not any work published from 
certificateless setting. 

In this paper, we propose the first certificateless multi-signer universal designated 
multi-verifier signature (CSMUDVMS) scheme which have the following features: 
(1) The scheme is proven to be secure under the random oracle model. 
(2) The scheme does not use pairing operation and it is more efficient than previous ones. 

2.  Definitions 

Definition 1. Let pFE /  be an elliptic curve, EP∈  is a point having prime order q . Let 

EPG ≤= )( , given GbPaP ∈, , the computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDHP) is to 
compute abP . 
 
2.1. System model 

A  CSMUDVMS scheme consists of the following nine algorithms: 
Setup: On input a security parameter v , this algorithm outputs the system parameters 

params  and the master secret key msk . It is run by PKG 
Partial private key extract: On input a user's identity *}1,0{∈iID , this algorithm outputs 

the partial private key iD . It is run by PKG. 

Secret value set: On input a user's identity *}1,0{∈iID , this algorithm outputs the secret 
value iu . It is run by user himself. 

User public key generate: On input a user's identity *}1,0{∈iID , this algorithm outputs 
the public key ), iii XPQ （= , where iX  is generated by KGC, iP  is generated by user 
himself. It is run by user himself. 
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C-S: On input a set }:{ WIDQW SiSi ∈=ℵ  , where W is the set of signers' identities, 
this algorithm outputs n  individual signatures iσ  on a message M , It is run by users 
themselves. 

C-SV: On input a signature iσ on message M under the identity SiID , this algorithm 
outputs 1 if the signature is valid or 0 otherwise. It is run by any verifier.  

C-SM: On input n  individual signatures ),,2,1( nii =σ , this algorithm outputs a 

multi-signer signature σ  on message M . It is run by any signer. 
C-SMV: On input a multi-signer signature σ  on message M  under the signer setW , 

this algorithm outputs 1 if the signature is valid or 0 otherwise. It is run by any verifier. 
C-SMUDVMS: On input a message-signature pair ),σM（  and a set

}:{ VIDQV VjVj ∈=ℜ  , where V  is the set of verifiers' identities, this algorithm 
outputs a certificateless multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature δ on 
message M . It is run by anyone hold the tuple ),σM（ . 

C-SMUDVMSV: On input a multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature 
δ on message M , this algorithm outputs 1 if the signature is valid or 0 otherwise. It is run 
by the designated verifiers. 

 
2.2. Security model 
Definition 2. A certificateless multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature 
scheme is unforgeable (UNF-CSMUDVMS) if the advantage of any polynomial bounded 
adversary is negligible in the following two games against Type I/II adversaries.  
 
Game I. Now we illustrate the game performed between a challenger C  and a Type I 
adversary IA for a CSMUDVMS scheme.  

 
Initialization. The challenger C  runs the setup algorithm with a security parameter v  and 
gives the system parameters to the adversary IA . 
Query. The adversary IA  performs a polynomial bounded number of queries. 

User public key query: IA can request the user public key for any user. 
User public key replacement request: IA supplies a new value /

iP with respect to a 

user iID , C  replaces the current public key iP  with /
iP . Note that IA can replace only the 

part of public key generated by user himself. 
Hash functions query: IA can ask for the values of the hash functions for any input. 
Partial private key query: IA  requests the partial private key of a user iID , C

responds with the partial private key iD . 
Secret value query: IA  requests the secret value of a user iID . C  returns the secret 

value iu , if a user's public key was replaced, IA cannot request the corresponding secret 
value. 

Signature query: IA gives a signer setW , a receiver set V and a message M , C  then 
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gives a signature δ  on the message M . 
 

Forge. IA  outputs a new tuple ),,, ℜℵMδ（ . The adversary wins if the result of Verify
),,, ℜℵMδ（  is the symbol 1 and the following conditions hold: 

(1) IA  cannot query the partial private key of anyone in W . 
(2) The forged signature ),,, ℜℵMδ（ is not from signature query. 

 

The advantage of IA  is defined as: Adv SUDVCSUNF
I

MM

A − = rP [ IA wins]. 
 
Game II. Now we illustrate the game performed between a challenger C  and a Type II 
adversary IIA for a CSMUDVMS scheme. 

 
Initialization. The challenger C  runs the setup algorithm with a security parameter v  and 
gives the system parameters and master secret key to the adversary IIA . 
 
Query. The adversary IIA  performs a polynomial bounded number of queries as those in 
Game I 

 
Forge. IIA  outputs a new tuple ),,, ℜℵMδ（ . The adversary wins if the result of Verify

),,, ℜℵMδ（  is the symbol 1 and the following conditions hold:  
(1) IIA  can not query the secret value of anyone in W . 
(2) IIA  can not replace the public key of anyone in W . 
(3) The forged signature ),,, ℜℵMδ（  is not from signature query. 

 

The advantage of IIA  is defined as: Adv SUDVCSUNF
II

MM

A − = rP [ IIA wins]. 
 
Remark. For a forge signature ),,, ℜℵMδ（ , IA  can know the secret value of anyone in 
W , however, he does not know the partial private key of anyone in W . On the other hand, 

IIA  can know the partial private key of anyone inW , however, he does not know the secret 
value of anyone in W . 
 
Definition 3. A certificateless multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature 
scheme is non-transferability if each designated verifier cannot convince anyone of the 
authenticity of the signature δ on the message M , even if all private keys of signers are 
revealed. 

3.  Our scheme 

Setup: Given the security parameterν , KGC chooses an elliptic curve group G  of prime 
order ν2>q , a generator P  of G . Then, KGC chooses three cryptographic hash 

functions **
321 }1,0{:,, qZHHH → , Finally, PKG chooses master secret key *

qZ∈λ  and 
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sets the public key PPpub λ= . The set of public parameters is: 

},,,,,{ 321 HHHPqGparams pub=  
 
Partial private key extract: For a user *}1,0{∈iID , KGC picks *

qi Zx ∈  at random and 

computes PxX ii = , ),(1 iii XIDHc = , λiii cxd += , then sends ),( iii dXD =  to the 
user. 
 
Secret value set: The user iID  randomly chooses *

qi Zu ∈  
 
User public key generate: The user iID  computes PuP ii = , and sets ),( iii XPQ = as his 
public key. 
 
C-S: Let }:{ WIDQW SiSi ∈=ℵ  , },,{ 1 SnS IDIDW =  is the set of signers' 
identities, each signer performs the following steps to generate his individual signature on a 
message M : 
(1) Randomly chooses *, qii Ztr ∈ , computes PrR ii = , PtT ii = and then broadcasts 

),( ii TR to other co-signers. 

(2) Computes ∑
=

=
n

i
iRR

1
, ∑

=

=
n

i
iTT

1
, ),,,(2 TRMHh ℵ= , ),,,(3 TRMHk ℵ= ,

Siii hdry +=  and Siii kutz +=  . 

The certificateless individual signature on message M  is ),,,,,( TTRRzy iiiii =σ .  
 
C-SV: A verifier can check whether a signature ),,,,,( TTRRzy iiiii =σ  on message M is 

given by SiID  as follows:  

(1) Computes ),(1 SiSiSi XIDHc = , ),,,(2 TRMHh ℵ= , ),,,(3 TRMHk ℵ= . 

(2) Checks if )( pubSiSiii PcXhRPy ++= , Siii kPTPz += . If the equalities hold, outputs 
1. Otherwise, outputs 0. 

C-SM: Combines n co-signers’ individual signature ),,2,1( nii =σ : ∑
=

=
n

i
iyy

1
. 

∑
=

=
n

i
izz

1
. Outputs the signature ),,,( TRzy=σ  on message M . 

C-SMV: A verifier can check whether a signature ),,,( TRzy=σ  on message M is given 
by n  signers W  as follows:  
(1) Computes ),,,(2 TRMHh ℵ= , ),,,(3 TRMHk ℵ= , ),(1 SiSiSi XIDHc =  for 

ni ,,2,1 = . 
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(2) Checks if )(
1

pubSi

n

i
Si PcXhRPy ++= ∑

=

, ∑
=

+=
n

i
SiPkTPz

1
. If the equalities hold, 

outputs 1. Otherwise, outputs 0. 
 

C-SMUDVMS: Let }:{ VIDQV VjVj ∈=ℜ  , },,{ 1 VmV IDIDV = is the set of verifiers' 

identities. Given a set V and a message-signature pair ),( σM , anyone can give an 
C-SMUDVMS as follows:  
(1) Computes ),(1 VjVjVj XIDHc =  for mj ,,2,1 = .  

(2) Computes )(
1

pub

m

j
VjVj PcXyY ∑

=

+⋅= , ∑
=

⋅=
m

j
VjPzZ

1

 

(3) Outputs the signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M . 
 

C-SMUDVMSV: The designated verifier set V  can check whether a signature 
),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M is given by the signer set W  as follows:  

(1) Computes ),,,(2 TRMHh ℵ= , ),,,(3 TRMHk ℵ= , ),(1 SiSiSi XIDHc =  for 
ni ,,2,1 = . 

(2) Checks if ))(((
11

pubSi

n

i
Si

m

j
Vj PcXhRdY ++⋅= ∑∑

==

, )(
11
∑∑
==

⋅+⋅=
n

i
Si

m

j
Vj PkTuZ .If the 

equalities hold, outputs 1. Otherwise, outputs 0. 
 
 
On correctness, we have 

=++⋅ ∑∑
==

))(((
11

pubSi

n

i
Si

m

j
Vj PcXhRd ))((()

111
PcPxhPrcx Si

n

i
Si

n

i
i

m

j
VjVj λλ ++⋅+ ∑∑∑

===

（
 

))
11

Si

n

i
i

m

j
VjVj hdrPcx +⋅+= ∑∑

==

（（ λ )(
11

pub

m

j
VjVj

n

i
i PcXy ∑∑

==

+⋅=

YPcXy pub

m

j
VjVj =+⋅= ∑

=

)(
1  

=⋅+⋅ ∑∑
==

)(
11

n

i
Si

m

j
Vj PkTu =⋅+⋅ ∑∑∑

===

)(
111

PukPtu
n

i
Si

n

i
i

m

j
Vj )(

11
Si

n

i
i

m

j
Vj kutPu +⋅∑∑

==  

∑∑
==

⋅=
n

i
i

m

j
Vj zPu

11
∑∑
==

⋅=
m

j
Vj

n

i
i Pz

11
ZPz

m

j
Vj =⋅= ∑

=1

 

4.  Security results 
Theorem 1. The scheme is unforgeable against the super Type I adversary in randomly oracle 
model if the CDHP is hard. 
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Proof.  Suppose the challenger C  receives a random instance ),,( bPaPP  of the CDHP 
and has to compute abP . C  will run IA  as a subroutine and act as IA ’s challenger in 
the game. 
 
Initialization. C  runs the setup algorithm with the parameter v , then gives IA  the 
system parameters },,,,,{ 321 HHHPPqGparams pub λ== .  
 
Queries. Without loss of generality, we assume that all the queries are distinct and IA will 
ask for user public key before an identity ID  is used in any other queries. C  will set 
several lists to store the queries and answers, all of the lists are initially empty. 
 
User public key queries: C  maintains the list UL  of tuple ),,( iii xuID . When IA issues 
a user public key query for iID , C  responds as follows:  

At the thj  query , randomly picks *
qj Zu ∈ , sets *IDIDj =  and ),( aPPuQ jj = . At the 

thf  query, randomly picks *
qf Zu ∈ , sets #IDIDf =  and ),( bPPuQ ff = . For 

fji ,≠ , C  randomly picks *, qii Zux ∈ and returns ),( PxPuQ iii = , then the query and 

the answer will be stored in list UL . 
 
User public key replacement requests: C  maintains the list RL  of tuple ),,( /

iii PPID . 

When IA issues a user public key replacement request for iID with a new /
iP , C replaces 

the current public key value iP with /
iP and adds ),,( /

iii PPID  to list RL .  

1H  queries: C  maintains the list 1L  of tuple ),( ii cα . When IA  issues a query

)(1 iH α , C  randomly picks *
qi Zc ∈ , sets ii cH =)(1 α  and adds ),( ii cα  to list 1L . 

 

2H  queries: C  maintains the list 2L  of tuple ),( ii hβ . When IA  issues a query

)(2 iH β , C  randomly picks *
qi Zh ∈ , sets ii hH =)(2 β  and adds ),( ii hβ  to list 2L . 

 
3H  queries: C  maintains the list 3L  of tuple ),( ii kγ .When IA  issues a query )(3 iH γ , 

C  randomly picks *
qi Zk ∈ , sets ii kH =)(3 γ  and adds ),( ii kγ  to list 3L . 

 
Partial private key queries: C maintains the list DL  of tuple ),( ii DID .When IA issues a 

partial private key query for identity iID . If *IDIDi =  or #IDIDi = , IA  fails and stops. 
Otherwise, C  finds the tuple ),,( iii xuID  in list UL , gives the iD  by calling the 
private key extract algorithm, then adds ),( ii DID  to list DL .   
 
Secret value queries: When IA issues a secret key query for identity iID . C checks list UL , 
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finds ),,( iii xuID in list UL , responds with iu .   
 
Signature queries: When IA  supplies a set }:{ WIDQW SiSi ∈=ℵ 

( },,{ 1 SnS IDIDW =  is the set of signers' identities), a set }:{ VIDQV VjVj ∈=ℜ   

( },,{ 1 VmV IDIDV = is the set of verifiers' identities), and a message M , C  outputs a 
CSMUDVMS as follows: 
(1) Computes ),(1 SiSiSi XIDHc = for ni ,,2,1 = .  

(2) Randomly chooses *,,, qii Zzykh ∈  for ni ,,2,1 = .  

(3) Computes
 

)( pubSiSiii PcXhPyR +−=  for ni ,,2,1 = , 
 

∑
=

=
n

i
iRR

1
. 

(4) Computes
 

Siii kPPzT −=  for ni ,,2,1 = , 
 

∑
=

=
n

i
iTT

1
. 

(5)  Adds ),,,(2 TRMHh ℵ= , ),,,(3 TRMHk ℵ=  to list 2L and 3L  , respectively. If 
collision occurs, repeats the steps (2)-(5). 

(6) Computes ∑
=

=
n

i
iyy

1
, ∑

=

=
n

i
izz

1
, )(

1
pub

m

j
VjVj PcXyY ∑

=

+⋅= and ∑
=

⋅=
m

j
VjPzZ

1

. 

(7) Outputs the signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M .  
 
Forge. IA  outputs a forged signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M , signer set W , 
verifier set V  and fulfills the following conditions: 
1. IA  can not query the partial private key of anyone in W . 

2. The forged signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  is not from signature query. 
 
Solve CDHP. By the forking lemma for signature scheme [25], that if IA  can give a valid 

signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M  with probability ε in the above interaction, 
then there exists another algorithm /

IA  that can output another valid  signature

),,,( // TRZY=δ on message M for same signer set W and verifier set V . To do so we 
keep all the random tapes in two invocations of the same except h  returned by 2H  query 
of the forged message, so we have /hh ≠ . If WID ∈* , VID ∈#  or WID ∈# , 

VID ∈* , then we can solve CDHP . Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
WIDIDS ∈= *

1 , VIDIDV ∈= #
1 , then  

))((
12

m

2
1 pub

n

i
Si

n

i
Si

j
VjV PcXaPhRdcbY ∑∑∑

===

+++++= ）（ λ  , 

))((
12

/

2
1

/
pub

n

i
Si

n

i
Si

m

j
VjV PcXaPhRdcbY ∑∑∑

===

+++++= ）（ λ . 
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We can get abP  as follows: 
(1) Find ),,( VjVjVj xuID in list UL , compute PxX VjVj = , ),(1 VjVjVj XIDHc =  for

mj ,,2 = . 
(2) Compute λVjVjVj cxd +=  for mj ,3,2 = . 

(3) Find ),,( SiSiSi xuID in list UL , compute PxX SiSi = , ),(1 SiSiSi XIDHc =  for 
ni ,,2,1 = . 

(4) Compute 

∑∑∑ ∑∑
=== ==

− −−+++−−−=
n

i
Si

n

i
Si

n

i

n

i
pubSiSi

m

j
VjV bPcbPxPcXaPdcYYhhabP

122 12
1

/1/ ))(()()( λ

 
Probability. Let Uq , Dq  and Sq  be the numbers of user public key queries, partial private 
key queries and signature queries, respectively. 
 
The probability that C does not fail during the partial private key queries is  

)1(
)1)((

−
−−−

UU

DUDU

qq
qqqq

. 

The probability that WID ∈* , VID ∈#  or WID ∈# , VID ∈*  at least is  

)(
2

DUU qqq
mn
−

. 

So the combined probability is 

)1(
)1)((

−
−−−

UU

DUDU

qq
qqqq

)(
2

DUU qqq
mn
−

>
)1(

)1(2
2 −

−−

UU

DU

qq
qq

 

 
 

Therefore, if IA can give a valid forge signature with probability ε  within time T , then 

C  can solve the CDHP with the probability ε
)1(

)1(2
2 −

−−

UU

DU

qq
qq . The running time required 

for C  is SSDU TqmnqqT ⋅+++++ ))25(2(2 , where ST  denotes the time for a scalar 
point multiplication in G . 
 
Theorem 2. The scheme is unforgeable against the super Type II adversary in randomly 
oracle model if the CDHP is hard. 
 
Proof.  Suppose the challenger C  receives a random instance ),,( bPaPP  of the CDHP 
and has to compute abP . C  will run IIA  as a subroutine and act as IIA ’s challenger in 
the game. 
 
Initialization. C  runs the setup algorithm with the parameter v , then gives IIA the system 
parameters },,,,,{ 321 HHHPPqGparams pub λ==  and master secret key λ  
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Queries. Without loss of generality, we assume that all the queries are distinct and IIA will 
ask for user public key before an identity ID  is used in any other queries. C  will set 
several lists to store the queries and answers, all of the lists are initially empty. 
 
User public key queries: C  maintains the list UL  of tuple ),,( iii xuID . When IIA issues 
a user public key query for iID , C  responds as follows:  

At the thj  query , randomly picks *
qj Zx ∈ , sets *IDIDj =  and ),( PxaPQ jj = . At the 

thf  query, randomly picks *
qf Zx ∈ , sets #IDIDf =  and ),( PxbPQ ff = .  For 

fji ,≠ , C  randomly picks *, qii Zux ∈ and returns ),( PxPuQ iii = , then the query and 

the answer will be stored in list UL . 
 
User public key replacement requests, 1H , 2H , 3H  queries: Same as that in Theorem 1. 
 
Partial private key queries: C maintains the list DL  of tuple ),( ii DID .When IIA issues a 
partial private key query for identity iID . C  finds the tuple ),,( iii xuID  in list UL , 

gives the iD  by calling the private key extract algorithm, then adds ),( ii DID  to list DL .   
 
Secret value queries: When IIA issues a secret key query for identity iID . If *IDIDi =  or 

#IDIDi = , IIA  fails and stops. Otherwise, C checks list UL , finds ),,( iii xuID in list UL , 
responds with iu .   
 
Signature queries: Same as that in Theorem 1. 
Forge. IIA  outputs a forged signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  on message M  for signer set 
W  , verifier set V  and fulfills the following conditions: 
1. IIA  can not query the secret value of anyone in W . 
2. IIA  can not replace the public key of anyone in W . 

3. The forged signature ),,,( TRZY=δ  is not from signature query. 
 
Solve CDHP. By the forking lemma for signature scheme [25], that if IIA  can give a valid 

signature ),,,( TRZY=δ with probability ε in the above interaction, then there exists 

another algorithm /
IIA  that can output another valid signature ),,,( // TRZY=δ on 

message M for same signer set W and verifier set V . To do so we keep all the random 
tapes in two invocations of the same except h  returned by 3H  query of the forged 

message, so we have /kk ≠ . If WID ∈* , VID ∈#  or WID ∈# , VID ∈* , then we 
can solve CDHP . Without loss of generality, we may assume that WIDIDS ∈= *

1 , 

VIDIDV ∈= #
1 , then  
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We can get abP  as follows: 
(1) Find ),,( VjVjVj xuID  in list UL , compute PuP VjVj =  for mj ,,2 = . 

(2) Find ),,( SiSiVj xuID  in list UL , compute PuP SiSi = for ni ,,2,1 = . 

(3) Compute ∑∑ ∑
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Probability. Let Uq , Eq  and Sq  be the numbers of user public key queries, secret value 
queries and signature queries, respectively. 
The probability that C does not fail during the partial private key queries is  
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Therefore, if IIA can give a valid forge signature with probability ε  within time T , then 

C  can solve the CDHP with the probability ε
)1(

)1(2
2 −

−−

UU

EU

qq
qq . The running time required 

for C  is SSU TqmnqT ⋅++++ ))25(2(2 , where ST  denotes the time for a scalar point 
multiplication in G . 
 
Theorem 3. The scheme is non-transferability.  
 
Proof. Given a CSMUDVMS ),,,( TRZY=δ  on a signer set },,{ 1 SnS IDIDW = and a 

message M , the designated multi-verifier },,{ 1 VmV IDIDV = can always produce a valid 

CSMUDVMS  ),,,(
///// TRZY=δ on the message M  as follows:  

(1) Set }:{ WIDQW SiSi ∈=ℵ  . 

(2) Randomly choose *// , qii Ztr ∈ , for ni ,,2,1 = .   
(3) Compute 
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It is clearly that the signature ),,,(
///// TRZY=δ  on the message M  can pass 

algorithm CSMUDVMSV. 

So given a message M , the distribution of ),,,(
///// TRZY=δ is perfectly 

indistinguishable from that of ),,,( TRZY=δ . It is unconditionally infeasible to determine 
who the original signer set W  and the designated verifiers V  generate this signature, 
even if all private keys are revealed. Thus, the proposed scheme achieves non-transferability. 

5. Efficiency  
In this section, we compare the performance of our scheme with other schemes. We use SL 
to denote signature length and denote some notations as follows. 
P : a pairing operation. 

GE : a pairing-based scalar multiplication operation. 

SE : a scalar multiplication operation. 
n : the number of signers.  
m : the number of verifiers. 

Through an Intel I7-3537U 2.50GHz processor, 8G bytes memory and the Window 7 
operating system, we obtained the running time for cryptographic operations. To achieve the 
1024-bit RSA level security, we used the Ate pairing 211: GGGe →× , where 1G  with 

order q  is generated by a point on a super singular elliptic curve xxyFE p += 32:  
defined on the finite field pF , q  is a 160-bits prime number, and p  is a 512-bits prime 
number. To achieve the same security level, we used the ECC group on Koblitz elliptic curve

baxxy ++= 232 , which is defined on 1632F  with a =1 and b  is a 163-bit random 
prime. The running times are listed in Table 1. 

There are two signature schemes with multi-signer and multi-verifier [18,19]. First, we 
compare our scheme with schemes [18,19] in Table 2. Then, we compare our scheme with 
other several signature schemes with multi-verifier in Table 3. To facilitate the comparison, 
we let 10== mn  in Table 2 and let 1=n , 10=m  in Table 3.  

We use a simple method to evaluate the computation cost. For example, Chang et al.'s 
[16] scheme needs 12 +n  pairing-based scalar multiplication operations and 1+m  
pairing operations. So the resulting computation time is 

44.1568.1152.7)1(68.11)1276.3 ++=+×++× mnmn（ . Let 10== mn , then the 
resulting computation time is 44.20744.151068.1152.7 =+⋅+ ）（  

Follow on, we evaluate the length of signature. In our scheme, each signature contains 4 
points of elliptic curve baxxy ++= 232 , thus the signature size is   8284163 =× byte. 
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In the schemes [11,17,18,19], each signature consists of 2 points of elliptic curve 
xxyFE p += 32: , thus the signature size is   12882512 =× byte. In the scheme [13], 

each signature contains 4 elements of finite fields 1632F   and 2 points of elliptic curve

baxxy ++= 232 , thus the signature size is   12386163 =× byte 
Based on the above parameter and ways, the detailed comparison results are illustrated 

in Table 2 and Table 3. 
 

Table 1. Cryptographic operation time (in milliseconds).  
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Comparison of our scheme with other schemes with multi-signer and multi-verifier 

 
Table 3. Comparison of our scheme with several schemes with a signer and multi-verifier  

 (Namely 1=n ) 

6. Conclusion 
Although some good results have been achieved in speeding up the computation of pairing 
function in recent years, the computation cost of the pairing is much higher than that of the 
scalar multiplication over the elliptic curve group. Some designated multi-verifier signatures 
have been studied extensively over the last few years, however, there is not any work 
published on certificateless designated multi-verifier signatures. In this paper, we proposed 
the first certificateless multi-signer universal designated multi-verifier signature scheme and 
proved the security in the random oracle model. In our scheme, a set of signers cooperatively 
generate a public verifiable signature, the signature holder then can propose a new signature 
such that only the designated set of verifiers can verify it. Our scheme does not use pairing 
operation and is more efficient than previous ones. Due to the good properties of our scheme, 
it should be useful for practical applications. 

P  GE  SE  
11.68 3.76 0.61 

Scheme Sign Verify Execution time 
( 10== mn ) SL Public key 

Chang[18] PnEG +2  mPEG +  207.44 128 ID-based 

Ming[19] PEn G ++ ）（ 23  PmEG 22 +  230.56 128 Traditional public 
key 

Our scheme SEmn )22( ++  SEmn ）（ 22 ++  39.04 82 Certificateless 

Scheme Sign Verify Execution time 
( 10=m ) SL Public key 

Yang[11] PEG +4  PmEG 22 +  125.28 128 Traditional public key 

Zhang[13] SEm )3( +   SEm )4+（  16.47 123 Traditional public key 

Seo[17] PEG +3  PmmEG )25 ++（  351.12 128 ID-based 

Our scheme SEm )4( +  SEm ）（ 32 +  22.57 82 Certificateless 
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